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Chapter 1: Introduction
Many people do not realize that various pieces of evidence currently exists that proves
the existence of the Gods. I explain everything in two steps. First, I reveal the physical
evidence and the historical evidence (one example is the Black Death). I explain why
each example is evidence. Second, I use the evidence to reveal what the Gods want
humans to know. I use words like “probably” when my information is supported by
thoroughly-explained logic instead of divine evidence. Hill Evidencism Religion
Fundamentals is easy to understand, even though the list of sources at the end is slightly
more than half of the pages. Sometimes the list of sources is not republished because of
space limitations. The religion that I will describe is called Evidencism. This is probably
the first denomination of Evidencism, and it is called Hill Evidencism. A believer of
Evidencism (Hill Evidencism) is called an Evidentian (Hill Evidentian).
Chapter 2: Historical Divine Evidence Definition
The top reasons for the Gods’ interference in human lives and in human society are
teaching humans, directly helping humans, and altering the actions of humans. Most
incidents of divine intervention are too subtle to be used as adequate proof of the Gods’
existence. Historical divine evidence is an unusual event, an event with unusual timing,
or both that proves the existence of the Gods. Only one example of historical divine
evidence is used in the next chapter because excellent examples of historical divine
evidence are rare. More examples of historical divine evidence are used in much later
chapters. Humans can use free will to do good things or bad things even though the Gods
interfere in human lives and in human society. For example, humans exercise free will
when they commit evil or immoral acts, and the Gods do not want humans to commit evil
or immoral acts.
Chapter 3: Historical Divine Evidence Example
Two typhoons known as the two “divine winds” (or the Kamikaze) are historical divine
evidence because both “divine winds” (typhoons) that occurred seven years apart had
unusual timing for Mongol emperor Kublai Khan. Mongol emperor Kublai Khan ordered
sea invasions of Japan in 1774 ADG (AD 1274) and in 1781 ADG (AD 1281). In the
first Mongol Invasion of Japan, the Yuan forces had superior weapons. The Yuan forces
(at least 23,000 troops) and the Japanese forces (10,000 troops) fought until they were
interrupted by a storm that became a typhoon. In the second Mongol Invasion of Japan,
the Yuan forces (140,000 troops) and the Japanese forces (40,000 troops) fought until
they were interrupted by the second typhoon. During both typhoons, almost every Yuan
troop was on their ship. Each typhoon caused heavy losses of Yuan ships and Yuan
troops. One typhoon saving Japan would be a coincidence, and two typhoons saving
Japan is divine intervention.
Chapter 4: Physical Divine Evidence Definition
The Innovation Clues needed for human survival and the Innovation Clues not needed for
human survival have two categories in each category: randomly-created clues and God-
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created clues. An Innovation Clue is a living object or a non-living object that helps
humans innovate by teaching humans or by motivating humans. Some Innovation Clues
are more useful to humans than other Innovation Clues. Physical divine evidence is an
important Innovation Clue.
Physical divine evidence is: a clue that is a living object or a non-living object, a clue that
is not needed for human survival, a clue that helps humans innovate by teaching humans
or by motivating humans, and a clue that proves the existence of the Gods because the
clue is too helpful in improving human innovation to be a randomly-created clue. There
are numerous examples of physical divine evidence, but only three examples are used in
the next chapter. I reveal another example of physical divine evidence in a much later
chapter. Many technologies cannot exist without fire or electricity, but early humans
survived without fire and electricity.
Chapter 5: Physical Divine Evidence Examples
The main reason why lightning is physical divine evidence is because lightning
frequently introduces humans to fire. Lightning causes more than ten thousand fires
every year in the United States. After being introduced to fire, humans learned how to
use fire. Humans learned that animals avoided the fires that were caused by lightning.
One of the uses of fire was to deter nighttime predators of humans. Humans also learned
that fire was useful for cooking and for other tasks.
The main reason why the electric ray is physical divine evidence is because the electric
ray taught humans about electricity. Many humans are aware of electric rays because
most electric rays live in shallow waters. In ancient Rome, physician Scribonius Largus
used electric rays in medical treatments. Many scientists like John Walsh learned about
electricity by studying electric rays.
The main reason why the salamander is physical divine evidence is because the
salamander can teach scientists how to regrow external and internal human body parts.
Many animals can regenerate body parts, but salamanders are more interesting to
scientists for at least two reasons. First, salamanders and humans are vertebrates.
Second, salamanders and humans have very similar limbs. Scientists at universities in
different countries are studying salamanders. Many scientists that study salamanders
work in the field of regenerative medicine.
Chapter 6: The Evidencism Religious Book
The Gods wanted humans to be very knowledgeable about electricity and regenerative
medicine. In the entire history of humans, none of the Gods gave a “lengthy interview”
to any human because they wanted that human to reveal the 500 pages (or more) of
divine information on electricity and regenerative medicine to the world. The Gods gave
humans the physical divine evidence of the electric ray and the salamander. Humans
have become knowledgeable about electricity, and they have learned lessons about
regenerative medicine by studying the electric ray for centuries and the salamander for
centuries.
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The Gods want all humans to be moral people with perfect behavior. The Gods use a
subtle teaching method (divine intervention) that is similar to the subtle teaching method
that the Gods use to educate humans about electricity and regenerative medicine. This
means that in the entire history of humans, none of the Gods gave a “lengthy interview”
to any human because they wanted that human to reveal the 500 pages (or more) of
divine information on human moral guidance to the world. The Gods knew that humans
would use their free will to create laws and social rules because it would have been more
difficult for very large groups of humans to function without laws and social rules.
Human laws and human social rules have a lot of flaws, but they are the closest moral
guidance that humans have to a religious book.
Evidencism does not have a religious book because none of the Gods gave a “lengthy
interview” to any human in the entire history of humans. Evidentians can receive most of
their moral guidance from the laws and the social rules even though the laws and the
social rules have many flaws. Many laws and social rules were created for the purpose of
punishing a group of people that did not do anything wrong. For example, the Jim Crow
laws in the United States were not morally-correct laws. People are morally correct when
they violate laws or social rules that were designed to punish a group of people that do
not deserve to be punished.
The laws and the social rules are frequently changed or improved with a battle of ideas,
with a war, or both. About 150 years ago, African-American slavery was legal in the
United States. The Jim Crow laws used to exist in the United States. In 2512 ADG (AD
2012), America re-elected the first African-American President of the United States
(Barack Obama) to a second term. Divine intervention and human free will have
improved the laws and the social rules; and in the distant future, the laws and the social
rules will be almost perfect.
Chapter 7: The Pioneer Species
There are at least three reasons why various Homo sapien level species (HSLS) were
probably created billions of years before Terrene (the Earth) was created. First, billions
of years before Terrene (the Earth) was created, the environment of many planets
probably created at least one Homo sapien level species (HSLS) on each planet. The
Milky Way galaxy has approximately 200 billion stars. The observable universe has
approximately 100 billion galaxies. Our universe is expanding its size at the same rate in
every direction. During the billions of years before Terrene (the Earth) was created, a
smaller universe had fewer stars and fewer galaxies, but there were still billions of
planets in our universe. Billions of planets probably created many opportunities that
probably led to the creation of various Homo sapien level species (HSLS). Second, there
was plenty of time for various Homo sapien level species (HSLS) to be created in our
universe before Terrene (the Earth) was created. Our universe was created 13.8 billion
years ago. Terrene (the Earth) was created 4.5 billion years ago. Our universe has
existed for three times as long as Terrene (the Earth) has existed.
Third, before our universe was created, various Homo sapien level species (HSLS) could
have been created in a much older “first” universe. Our universe may exist inside of a
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“first” universe. When our universe was created, the possible “first” universe probably
would have been older than the current age of our universe because the observable
universe does not contain another universe. If a “first” universe exists, then it would
probably be more than twice the age of our universe. The “first” universe would
probably be more than 28 billion years old. The “first” universe could have existed for at
least six times as long as Terrene (the Earth).
Before any Gods existed, the environment of many planets could have randomly created
at least one Homo sapien level species (HSLS) on each planet; and after this group of
species used their own technology to become the very first Gods, the very first Gods
probably decided to control the creation and the destruction of all life in our universe (or
in every universe). Before the creation of the very first Gods, one of two alternatives
probably occurred. First, the very first Homo sapien level species (HSLS) was probably
created in a physical body, and the very first species probably used technology to become
the very first Gods.
Second, the very first group of Homo sapien level species (HSLS) (the Initial Species
Group) was probably created in physical bodies, and every species in the Initial Species
Group probably used technology to become Gods at approximately the same time. Each
Homo sapien level species (HSLS) probably had a physical body that was very different
from the physical bodies of the other species in the Initial Species Group. The second
alternative probably occurred because it is more likely that humans will discover a Homo
sapien level species (HSLS) in another solar system that will have a physical body that
will be very different from the human body.
Before the Initial Species Group became the very first Gods, the Initial Species Group
probably existed in randomly-created physical bodies that probably used randomlycreated Innovation Clues. The randomly-created Innovation Clues probably helped the
Initial Species Group aliens become very technologically advanced. The Initial Species
Group aliens did not have divine intervention and God-created Innovation Clues because
the Gods did not exist. The nonexistence of divine intervention and God-created
Innovation Clues probably caused the progress in technology and in society of the Initial
Species Group aliens to be significantly slower (or multiple times slower) than it
otherwise would have been.
The Pioneer species is part of the Initial Species Group. When Pioneer aliens died, their
souls entered the afterlife. It is very unlikely that there was any communication between
the Pioneer souls in the afterlife and the Pioneer aliens in the physical life. The Pioneer
souls probably did not have the ability to communicate with the Pioneer aliens, or the
Pioneer souls probably decided that communicating with the Pioneer aliens would cause
problems. For example, a Pioneer soul that committed suicide talks to a Pioneer alien
that is a relative. The Pioneer soul tells the relative why the afterlife is multiple times
better than the physical life. The Pioneer alien that is a relative may have a very lousy
physical life. The information from the Pioneer soul could cause the relative in the
physical life to commit suicide because the relative’s circumstances are guaranteed to
greatly improve in the afterlife.
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The Pioneer aliens probably did not receive any information about the afterlife from any
afterlife entity. For almost their entire history, the Pioneer aliens probably did not have
any technology that could detect afterlife entities or the existence of the afterlife. Many
Pioneer aliens probably did not believe in an afterlife or in reincarnation. Many humans
on Terrene (Earth) do not believe in an afterlife or in reincarnation. Some Pioneer aliens
probably believed that altering Pioneer souls would be a guaranteed way to have eternal
life. The Pioneer aliens probably used soul enhancement technology to separate the alien
soul from the alien body and to give the “unattached” alien soul “superpowers.”
One definition of death is the natural separation or the artificial separation of the soul
from the body. The alien-altered Pioneer souls were probably able to “see,” to
communicate with, and to physically interact with the naturally-altered Pioneer souls in
the afterlife and the Pioneer aliens in the physical life. The Pioneer aliens probably saw
the alien-altered Pioneer souls with “superpowers” as a more attractive existence, and all
of the Pioneer aliens probably decided to become alien-altered Pioneer souls.
The naturally-altered Initial Species Group souls in the afterlife probably watched the
Initial Species Group aliens in the physical life. The Pioneer species is part of the Initial
Species Group. When the Pioneer aliens were in the experimental stages of using soul
enhancement technology to create altered souls with “superpowers,” the naturally-altered
Initial Species Group souls probably decided to start developing soul enhancement
technology because they probably wanted to have equal “superpowers” or greater
“superpowers.”
The naturally-altered Initial Species Group souls and the Pioneer aliens probably
invented soul enhancement technology at approximately the same time. The soul
enhancement technology that was invented by the naturally-altered Initial Species Group
souls was probably used to transform all Initial Species Group aliens (except for the
Pioneer aliens) into artificially-altered Initial Species Group souls. The naturally-altered
Initial Species Group souls, the artificially-altered Initial Species Group souls, and the
alien-altered Pioneer souls were probably combined into a single merged “society.” The
naturally-altered Initial Species Group souls was probably the largest group in the merged
“society.” The number of humans on Terrene (Earth) that were ever born is at least six
times the number of humans that are currently alive.
The merged “society” probably continued to improve unrelated technologies in the
afterlife. Every improvement in the unrelated technologies gave the souls more power.
Millions of years of improvement in unrelated technologies gave the souls of the merged
“society” the power of Gods. The Gods are called the Elderly Gods, and the afterlife
“society” of the Elderly Gods is called the Elderly God Union. The very first humans
were probably one of the species in the Initial Species Group.
Chapter 8: Animal Souls
Are animals important enough to exist in the afterlife? Many humans try to kill every
mouse that is in their home. Mice have an average life span of 1 to 3 years. Many
animals have very short life spans. In 2510 ADG (AD 2010), more than 110 million pigs
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in the United States were killed to feed humans. Many animals kill other animals for
food. Some mice and some pigs are pets that are loved by their human owners. Some
human souls and some humans want the souls of their pets to exist in the afterlife. Some
mice are pets. Many humans do not want mice to exist in the physical life, and many
human souls probably do not want mice souls to exist in the afterlife. Many animal souls
are not needed in the afterlife because animal souls and human souls probably do not use
animal souls as a source of “food.” Every animal probably has a soul, but the Elderly
Gods probably use soul destruction to eliminate almost all animal souls in the afterlife.
Every living organism without a brain is probably not important enough to have a soul.
Chapter 9: The Four Periods Of The Student Era
Society will be divided into two eras: the Student Era and the Graduate Era. The genus
Homo existed for 2.3 million years. There are three reasons why the Student Era began
when the genus Homo was created. First, at least four Homo species applied the lessons
learned from physical divine evidence. Homo erectus, Homo heidelbergensis, and Homo
neanderthalensis (Neanderthals) used fire. Homo sapiens (the latest humans) also use
fire. Physical divine evidence taught Homo sapiens (the latest humans) how to create
electricity and how to create many other inventions.
Second, the first Homo species (Homo habilis) had a large brain when compared to
earlier Hominins (humans and human ancestors), and the brain size in the genus Homo
more than doubled from Homo habilis to Homo sapiens (the latest humans). The period
between the first Homo habilis and the first Homo sapiens (the latest humans) is
approximately 2.1 million years. The brain size of human ancestors in the genus
Australopithecus was relatively unchanged for the entire Australopithecus period
(between 4 million and 2 million years ago). Third, the only Hominins (humans and
human ancestors) that are not extinct is the genus Homo and the species Homo sapiens
(the latest humans). The genus Homo and Homo sapiens (the latest humans) will
probably survive until the end of the Student Era. Homo sapiens (the latest humans) have
existed for about 200,000 years.
During the Student Era, humans are still learning how to create key technologies and how
to create an almost perfect society. During the Student Era, humans are in one society
period and one technology period at the same time. The Society Apex Period will begin
when human society is almost perfect in almost every human community. An almost
perfect society will have almost perfect laws and almost perfect social rules. During the
Society Apex Period, some human communities may be living in another solar system.
The Society Apex Period could last for centuries, and the Society Apex Period will occur
at the end of the Student Era. The Student Era has two society periods: the Society
Improvement Period (SIP) is the first period, and the Society Apex Period (SAP) is the
last period. The Student Era has two technology periods: the Technology Improvement
Period (TIP) is the first period, and the Technology Apex Period (TAP) is the last period.
Chapter 10: The Technology Apex Period
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The Technology Apex Period will occur at the end of the Student Era. If a disease only
affected unworthy and immoral people, then almost all humans would believe that the
disease was a divine punishment. Many worthy and moral people have AIDS, but many
people believe that AIDS is a justified divine punishment. Most humans want to cure
diseases because worthy and moral people can have diseases. Diseases motivate many
humans to invent medicines and medical technologies that otherwise would not exist.
Many medical inventions can also have non-medical uses.
Homo sapiens (the latest humans) have existed for about 200,000 years. Imagine the
medicines, the medical technologies, and the non-medical technologies humans will have
200,000 years in the future. In the distant future, scientists will use soul enhancement
technology to separate the human soul from the human body and to give the “unattached”
human soul “superpowers.” The first scientifically altered human souls could be called
TEChnology-empowered Human Souls (TECHS) (plural) or TEChnology-empowered
Human soul (TECH) (singular). The TECHS will probably have the ability to
temporarily transform themselves or to permanently transform themselves into a “body”
that can physically interact with humans in the physical life. One definition of death is
the natural separation or the artificial separation of the soul from the body.
The Technology Apex Period will begin when the first technology-empowered human
souls (TECHS) are created. The Elderly Gods will probably remain silent and invisible
until TECHS have the ability to “see” them, communicate with them, and physically
interact with them. The first TECHS may not have these abilities. When the TECHS are
able to “see,” to communicate with, and to physically interact with the Elderly Gods, the
Elderly Gods will probably turn every worthy and moral entity (human and TECH) into a
Young God. Each Young God will probably have God powers that are equal to each
Elderly God. The Elderly Gods will probably give every unworthy and immoral entity
(human and TECH) their divine punishment. Every Young God will probably be
integrated into the Elderly God Union, and divine punishment will probably occur in the
Elderly God Union (the afterlife).
The Technology Apex Period will end when every human and every technologyempowered human soul (TECH) becomes a Young God or receives their divine
punishment. The end of the Technology Apex Period will also create two events: the end
of the Society Apex Period and the end of the Student Era. Some families probably made
a permanent move to another solar system during the Student Era. The Elderly Gods will
probably prevent humans from inventing soul enhancement technology until humans
have been in the Society Apex Period for a long time. When humans have the
technology to become technology-empowered human souls (TECHS), then humans
should have a society that makes them worthy of becoming TECHS.
Chapter 11: Student Era Technology Limits
The Elderly Gods probably do not want humans and technology-empowered human souls
(TECHS) to have technology that could interfere with their plans. For example, the
subtle intervention of the Elderly Gods created a negative past event and a positive past
event. It is unlikely that the Elderly Gods would let humans and TECHS time travel to
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the past to “correct” the negative past event that the Elderly Gods created. The Elderly
Gods will probably ban humans and TECHS from at least three activities: time traveling
to the past, creating solar systems, and creating universes. In the distant future, scientists
may understand how to make the prohibited activities a reality, but adequate technology
will probably not exist. Albert Einstein’s twin paradox and time dilation reveals that time
traveling to the future can be accomplished with a spaceship that travels at almost the
speed of light for a very long time because humans age very slowly inside of the fastmoving spaceship when compared to the passage of time for humans that are on a planet.
Chapter 12: The Graduate Era
The Graduate Era will begin when every human and every technology-empowered
human soul (TECH) becomes a Young God or receives their divine punishment. Some
families probably made a permanent move to another solar system during the Student
Era. The Graduate Era does not have any periods, and the Student Era has four periods
(two society periods and two technology periods). The Sapien Solar System (our solar
system) and Terrene (the Earth) are both 4.5 billion years old. This means that the
Graduate Era of the Elderly Gods is at least 4.5 billion years old.
The Young Gods will probably become average citizens of the Elderly God Union. The
Young Gods and the Elderly Gods will probably have equal God powers. The Young
Gods and the Elderly Gods are probably almost identical. The Initial Species Group
aliens became the Elderly Gods, and the Elderly God population will probably be
multiple times larger than the Young God population. The laws of the Elderly God
Government and the social rules of the Elderly God Union will probably replace the laws
and the social rules of the Society Apex Period. During the soul enhancement procedure
that creates Young Gods, the Common Knowledge Memory Files (CKMF) will probably
be downloaded into every Young God, and the CKMF will allow each Young God to
instantly “memorize” billions of years’ worth of Elderly God Union common knowledge.
The Young Gods and the Elderly Gods can be punished if they violate a law or a social
rule.
Improvements in Elderly God Union technology may be impossible because the Elderly
God Union probably already has all scientific knowledge. It is also possible that the
Elderly God Union has become so technologically advanced that “significant”
improvements in technology occur at a very slow rate (perhaps once every 200 million
years). If the Elderly God Union’s update of their soul enhancement technology
“significantly” improves their God powers, then the Elderly Gods and the Young Gods
will probably undergo the God Enhancement (GE) to become more advanced.
Chapter 13: Our Divine Government
It is possible that only one Elderly God Government exists, and the only Elderly God
Government represents the only Elderly God Union. It is also possible that at least two
independent and equal Elderly God Governments exist, and each Elderly God
Government represents one Elderly God Union. The Elderly Gods and humans probably
have a similar history. There are at least four reasons why the Elderly God Government
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that controls the Sapien Solar System (our solar system) is probably a constitutional
democracy. First, the best type of government protects the rights of political minorities
and other minorities from a misguided majority. Second, the wealthiest and most
technologically advanced nations on Terrene (Earth) are usually democracies.
Third, when independent governments voluntarily agree to be ruled by a higher-level
government, the lower-level governments almost always want a written agreement on the
powers that each level of government will have. The American colonies approved the
United States Constitution. The European Union was formed when European nations
approved a series of treaties. A constitution, a single treaty, or a series of treaties would
be needed to create a Terrene Government (an Earth Government). Fourth, many
democratic nations are constitutional monarchies, but the entire planet of Terrene (Earth)
has never been controlled by a Terran King or a Terran Queen.
Chapter 14: Lifetime Immunity
Every lifetime immunity person is historical divine evidence of a human soul that is
punished in the afterlife. A lifetime immunity person is not physical divine evidence
because humans are learning from a divine intervention event. Lifetime immunity is
vaguely similar to diplomatic immunity. A lifetime immunity person is someone that has
a long violation history with at least one violation of a serious morally-correct law or a
serious morally-correct social rule, and the person has a quick, low-suffering death from
natural causes or from an accident before the person is punished in the physical life.
Some laws and some social rules are not morally correct. The violations of a lifetime
immunity person are so serious that it is very unlikely that their soul would escape
punishment in the afterlife.
Enron founder Kenneth Lay was a lifetime immunity person. In December 2501 ADG
(AD 2001), Enron filed for bankruptcy. On May 25, 2506 ADG (AD 2006), Kenneth
Lay was convicted on 10 counts of fraud and conspiracy in the Enron bankruptcy
scandal. On July 5, 2506 ADG (AD 2006), Kenneth Lay died of heart disease during his
vacation in Aspen, Colorado. Kenneth Lay was scheduled to be sentenced for his crimes
on October 23, 2506 ADG (AD 2006). Throughout each person’s life, the person will
redeem their lifetime of mistakes with positive actions that will offset their mistakes.
There are five levels of redemption: pitiful lifetime offset, inadequate lifetime offset,
majority lifetime offset, complete lifetime offset, and surplus lifetime offset. Kenneth
Lay’s mistakes were probably too large for Lay to completely offset with his own plan,
and Lay was probably not interested in completely offsetting his mistakes.
Chapter 15: Afterlife Judgments
At least three afterlife punishments exist in the Elderly God Union for unworthy and
immoral entities (humans and technology-empowered human souls/TECHS): temporary
soul torment, permanent soul torment, and human soul destruction. Temporary soul
torment in the Elderly God Union (the afterlife) will last for any period that is less than
eternity. After the completion of the temporary soul torment, the punished human soul
will probably become a Young God. Almost all human souls exist in two consecutive
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periods: the physical life and the afterlife. Unworthy and immoral entities (humans and
TECHS) that are alive at the end of the Student Era will probably be punished in the
Elderly God Union (the afterlife) by the Elderly Gods.
Some people will not like the idea that unworthy and immoral entities (humans and
technology-empowered human souls/TECHS) will probably become Young Gods after
the completion of their temporary soul torment. A human soul that completed temporary
soul torment is in a situation that is similar to a person that is released from prison. A
person that completed their prison sentence is usually allowed to work and to live in
society. Many celebrities served prison sentences, and they returned to their preincarceration profession and lifestyle.
It is very unlikely that every human soul is “stored” after every human death until the
beginning of the Graduate Era. For example, some worthy and moral humans will die
10,000 years before the start of the Graduate Era. There is no reason to delay the afterlife
reward of becoming a Young God for worthy and moral humans because the human souls
will probably be “asleep” for the entire “storage” period of 10,000 years. When the same
worthy and moral humans immediately become Young Gods after their death, the Young
Gods have an extra 10,000 years in the afterlife to contribute to the Elderly God Union.
Non-believers of Evidencism that are worthy and moral people will receive the same
afterlife rewards as worthy and moral Evidentians.
Chapter 16: Afterlife Groups
Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals was simplified by ignoring many afterlife entity
groups. For example, the Young God equivalent of other Homo sapien level species
(HSLS) would be called a different name than Young Gods. It is possible that the Young
Gods and the Elderly Gods can “give birth,” and the possibility of “giving birth” was also
ignored.
A technology-empowered human soul (TECH) is created when a human becomes an
altered human soul with “superpowers,” and the human used soul enhancement
technology that was invented by humans or TECHS. TECH “superpowers” are
significantly weaker than God powers.
A Young God is created when soul enhancement technology that was invented by the
Elderly Gods is used to change a human or a technology-empowered human soul (TECH)
into an altered human soul with God powers. Each Young God probably has God powers
that are equal to each Elderly God. The Young Gods and the Elderly Gods are probably
almost identical.
An Elderly God is an altered soul of a Homo sapien level species (HSLS) that started
their Graduate Era before Terrene (the Earth) was created 4.5 billion years ago. The
Initial Species Group is the first generation of Elderly Gods, and there are probably many
generations of Elderly Gods.
Almost every important human issue has at least two groups with different opinions. It is
possible that the Elderly Gods still have disagreements. The Creation Gods could be one
15

group of Elderly Gods that wanted to create humans and the Sapien Solar System (our
solar system). The Anti-Creation Gods could be another group of Elderly Gods that did
not want humans and the Sapien Solar System (our solar system) to be created. Many
Anti-Creation Gods will probably never visit the Sapien Solar System (our solar system).
Many “species” of Elderly Gods probably have Creation Gods and Anti-Creation Gods.
Chapter 17: The Creation Gods
The physical divine evidence and the historical divine evidence reveal two things: the
Elderly Gods want to be mentors, and the Elderly Gods are more focused on mentoring
human society than on mentoring individual humans. For example, worthy and moral
people with diseases motivate humans to invent medicines and medical technologies that
otherwise would not exist. Mentors need a less knowledgeable and a less experienced
group to be mentees. The desire to become mentors is the reason (or one of the reasons)
why the Elderly Gods created humans and the Sapien Solar System (our solar system).
The Elderly Gods enjoy watching humans greatly improve society and greatly improve
technology. The Elderly God Government probably has regulations and restrictions on
the methods that the Elderly Gods can use to mentor humans and to mentor human
society.
The Elderly Gods and humans both enjoy being mentors. Most humans prefer to hire or
to mentor people that are very similar to themselves. The preference for similar people is
the main reason why the United States Government has laws against hiring
discrimination and workplace discrimination. The Elderly Gods would also probably
prefer to have “similar” mentees. The former human Elderly God “species” could have
created a human body for us that is identical to the Initial Species Group human body, or
that is moderately different from the Initial Species Group human body. If the former
human Elderly God “species” decided to create moderate differences in the human body,
then the moderate differences could be a combination of strengths and weaknesses that
will help humans during the Student Era. The former human Elderly God “species”
could have created some of the weaknesses because they wanted to motivate humans to
invent medical technologies that will be used for important non-medical purposes and for
important medical purposes.
The Elderly Gods will probably always want to be mentors. When our Graduate Era
begins, the Elderly Gods will probably replace us (the old class) by creating a new solar
system with new humans (the new class). A new class of humans is probably created
(“enrolled”) every 4.5 billion years. The Sapien Solar System (our solar system) is 4.5
billion years old. Scientists watch many “young” stars that are in the early stages of
creating planets, and each “young” star will have an orbiting group of planets.
Chapter 18: Single Incarnation And The Black Death
A significant decline in world population is historical divine evidence that proves human
souls undergo single incarnation instead of reincarnation. One significant decline in
world population occurred during the Black Death. Many experts predict a yearly decline
in world population that will start before the next century. It is nearly impossible for
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reincarnation of human souls to function when the world population has a significant
decline. Unlike reincarnation, single incarnation of human souls still functions normally
when the world population is substantially reduced.
The Black Death reduced the world population by at least 17.8 percent or at least 80
million deaths. The Black Death is part of the second pandemic that occurred between
the 19th century ADG (14th century AD) and the 22nd century ADG (17th century AD).
The Black Death occurred between 1847 ADG and 1851 ADG (AD 1347 - AD 1351).
The world population estimates were 450 million in 1840 ADG (AD 1340), 370 million
in 1850 ADG (AD 1350), 350 million in 1900 ADG (AD 1400), and 460 million in 2000
ADG (AD 1500). By 2000 ADG (AD 1500), the world population recovered to its preplague level (a 160-year recovery). Unlike reincarnation, single incarnation of human
souls still functions normally when the world population is substantially reduced.
Why did the Elderly Gods create the Black Death? The Plague of Justinian ended
approximately 600 years before the Black Death. The Plague of Justinian and the small
plagues during the following six centuries should have motivated the medical profession
to create effective medical treatments. In 1848 ADG (AD 1348) (during the Black
Death), King Philip VI of France asked a group of medical experts at the University of
Paris to discover the cause of the Black Death. The University of Paris medical experts’
report stated that the Black Death was caused by the conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn.
The Black Death saved more lives than it killed (at least 80 million deaths). Soon after
the Black Death, smaller plagues frequently occurred. The Black Death made the world
safer from plagues because it motivated the medical profession to rely on physical
science instead of astrology. Approximately six hundred years after the Black Death
report from the University of Paris, a French scientist invented a cure for the bacterium
that caused the Plague of Justinian and the Black Death (the bacterium Yersinia pestis).
The Plague of Justinian and the Black Death were also separated by approximately six
hundred years.
In 2394 ADG (AD 1894), Alexandre Yersin of France created an anti-plague serum for
the bacterium that caused the Plague of Justinian and the Black Death (the bacterium
Yersinia pestis). Alexandre Yersin worked for the Pasteur Institute. The Pasteur Institute
was founded in 2388 ADG (AD 1888) by Louis Pasteur. Louis Pasteur created vaccines
for rabies and anthrax. Many scientists used methods similar to Louis Pasteur’s methods
to create vaccines for many diseases. Scientific methods that are different from Louis
Pasteur’s methods were also used to create medicines and medical technology. The
Black Death also motivated people to make improvements in public health methods that
made the world safer from plagues. If a similar Black Death occurred in 2513 ADG (AD
2013), then 17.8 percent of the world population of 7.1 billion people would have been
killed (1.26 billion people).
Chapter 19: Our Solar System
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Many solar objects are physical divine evidence because they reveal that the Elderly God
Government created the Sapien Solar System (our solar system) just for Terrans (Earth
residents). The Elderly God Government gave many solar objects features that motivated
humans to explore space. For example, humans have a strong natural desire to find
extraterrestrial life. Mars used to have a Terrene-like (an Earthlike) environment that
could support life. Mars is also a relatively short distance from Terrene (Earth) when
compared to many other planets in the Sapien Solar System (our solar system).
Spacecraft sent to Mars often look for current life, proof of past life, proof of current
habitable environments, and proof of past habitable environments. Current life and past
life has not been detected on Mars, but humans continue to search Mars for current life
and past life.
Many Terrans (Earth residents) believed that a Homo sapien level species (HSLS) existed
on Mars until Mariner 4 transmitted pictures of the Martian surface during its flyby of the
planet in 2465 ADG (AD 1965). In 2476 ADG (AD 1976), Viking 1 and Viking 2
landed on Mars, and the identical landers tested the Martian soil for proof of microbial
life. Viking 1 and Viking 2 did not find proof of microbial life. During a 47-year period,
between 2464 ADG (AD 1964) and 2511 ADG (AD 2011), the United States had an
average of one successful unmanned mission to Mars every four years. The data from the
unmanned missions will also be used to prepare for potential manned missions to Mars.
Chapter 20: Our Universe
The number of solar systems in our universe with Homo sapien level species (HSLS)
could be very small or it could be millions. If Homo sapien level species (HSLS) are
unusually rare, then one of at least two alternatives could explain the small number of
Homo sapien level species (HSLS). First, the Elderly Gods could have decided to recreate the isolation of most of their Student Era when they created solar systems that have
Homo sapien level species (HSLS). Every species of the Initial Species Group could
have lived too far from each other to be aware of each other’s existence for most of their
Student Era. After the Initial Species Group aliens entered the afterlife, the alien souls
probably discovered the existence of the other species in the Initial Species Group.
Second, the Elderly God Government probably has carrying capacity plans for our
universe because our universe probably has a carrying capacity, and the Elderly Gods use
technologies and resources. The maximum number of humans that Terrene (the Earth)
can support is the planet’s carrying capacity. For thousands of years, humans have
increased Terrene’s (the Earth’s) carrying capacity. More productive agriculture and new
inventions were two of the methods that have increased Terrene’s (the Earth’s) carrying
capacity. Successful carrying capacity plans from national governments will substitute a
future of scarce resources with a future of adequate resources. For example, the average
miles per gallon (MPG) for American cars almost doubled in 15 years because the United
States Government created the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards in
2475 ADG (AD 1975).
The Elderly God Government probably has a carrying capacity plan for creating a new
solar system for every new Homo sapien level species (HSLS) instead of a carrying
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capacity plan for creating a new universe for every new Homo sapien level species
(HSLS). The Milky Way galaxy has approximately 200 billion stars, and the Sapien Sun
(our sun) is a star. There are approximately 100 billion galaxies in the observable
universe. The odds favor the existence of more than one Homo sapien level species
(HSLS) in our universe (200 billion stars times 100 billion galaxies). The Elderly God
Government probably has a carrying capacity plan that limits the number of planets in
our universe (or in each universe) that are allowed to have Homo sapien level species
(HSLS).
Chapter 21: Multiple Universes
The Initial Species Group could have started in our universe or in a “first” universe that
was similar to our observable universe. The “first” universe could have developed into
an “outer” universe that contains our universe and other universes. In every situation, the
number of solar systems in our universe with Homo sapien level species (HSLS) could be
very small or it could be millions. The number of Homo sapien level species (HSLS) for
every 100 billion galaxies in our universe could be similar to the number in every
universe.
If “outer” universes exist, then “outer” universes contain other universes, and “inner”
universes do not contain other universes. The shape of our universe is unknown. If every
universe is sphere-shaped, then a sphere-shaped “outer” universe could contain numerous
“outer” universes and numerous “inner” universes (including our “inner” universe). Each
“outer” universe and each “inner” universe would have a different size and a different
age. Our universe is expanding its size at the same rate in every direction. Every “outer”
universe and every “inner” universe would probably be expanding their size in every
direction.
The Inner Outer Numbering System for Universes (IONS-U) can reveal the location of
any universe compared to our universe just like each human has lineal relatives and nonlineal relatives. IONS-U was created by Michael Hill (the author). Certain outer
universes would be lineal ancestor universes. The base universe (our universe) would be
inner universe B1-1, and it would be inside lineal ancestor universe A1-1 (our “parent”
outer universe). Outer universe A1-1 (our “parent” universe) would be inside outer
universe A2-1 which would be inside outer universe A3-1 which would be inside outer
universe A4-1. Outer universe A4-1 (lineal ancestor level 4, universe number 1) would
be the “great-great-grandparent” of our universe.
Many universes would be non-lineal universes. Universes inside of the outermost nonlineal universe would start a “reverse” numbering system. For example, outer universe
A4-1 (our “great-great-grandparent” universe) would contain outer universe N3-2 (nonlineal level 3, universe number 2) which would contain outer universe N1-3 which would
contain outer universe N2-1 which would contain outer universe N3-4.
The standard location number (SLN) for outer universe N3-4 (non-lineal level 3, universe
number 4) would be: outer universe (A4-1/N3-2/N1-3/N2-1/N3-4). If universe N3-4 is
an inner universe instead of an outer universe, then its standard location number (SLN)
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would be: inner universe (A4-1/N3-2/N1-3/N2-1/N3-4). “Inner universe” and “outer
universe” only described the innermost universe in the two previous standard location
numbers (SLN) because the previous four universes (A4-1, N3-2, N1-3, and N2-1) are
definitely outer universes. The outermost location number (A4-1) in the two previous
standard location numbers (SLN) is the last common ancestor universe (LCAU) of our
universe and universe N3-4. The standard location number (SLN) of every lineal
descendant universe would have the outermost location number of universe B1-1 (our
universe). Outer universe A4-1 and inner universe B1-1 are also examples of standard
location numbers (SLN) because there is only one possible location for each number.
Outer universe A1-1 (our “parent” universe) would contain inner universe B1-1 (our
universe), and it could contain outer universe N1-2 (our “sibling” universe). If a universe
was created inside of our universe, then the standard location number (SLN) of our first
lineal descendant universe would be inner universe (B1-1/D2-1). Why is the location
number D2-1 instead of D1-1? The standard location number (SLN) of a similar universe
inside of our possible “sibling” universe (outer universe N1-2) would be inner universe
(A1-1/N1-2/N2-1). Our universe is the only universe with a base level (B) instead of a
non-lineal level (N), a lineal ancestor level (A), or a lineal descendant level (D).
Chapter 22: Evidentian Worship
Hill Evidencism is an easy to understand religion that was quickly explained. There are
at least two reasons why Hill Evidentians do not need paid religious leaders. First,
anyone that reads Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals will have knowledge about
Hill Evidencism that is almost equal to the knowledge of the author (Michael Hill).
Second, the Elderly Gods have given humans enough physical divine evidence and
enough historical divine evidence to enable most humans to answer most of their own
religious questions or perhaps all of their own religious questions. Group worship and
weekly worship are not needed in Evidencism. Special days do not exist in Evidencism
because every day is equal.
Evidentians can receive most of their moral guidance from the laws and the social rules
even though the laws and the social rules have many flaws. People are morally correct
when they violate laws or social rules that were designed to punish a group of people that
do not deserve to be punished. For example, the Jim Crow laws in the United States were
not morally-correct laws. Throughout each person’s life, the person will redeem their
lifetime of mistakes with positive actions that will offset their mistakes. There are five
levels of redemption: pitiful lifetime offset, inadequate lifetime offset, majority lifetime
offset, complete lifetime offset, and surplus lifetime offset.
The physical divine evidence and the historical divine evidence reveal that the Elderly
Gods want every human to use every opportunity to improve society and to improve
technology. Introducing as many people as possible to Evidencism is one option that
Evidentians can use to improve society. The author’s entire after-tax profits from book
sales of Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals will be donated to charities that do not
have a significant association or a significant relationship with the author (Michael Hill).
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Non-believers of Evidencism that are worthy and moral people will receive the same
afterlife rewards as worthy and moral Evidentians.
Chapter 23: The Year Numbering System Explained
The Democracy Year Numbering System (DYNS) uses the creation of the world’s first
democracy as the reference date, and DYNS was created by Michael Hill (the author). In
7 BDG (507 BC), Cleisthenes established the world’s first democracy in Athens, Greece.
The United States is the world’s oldest continuous democracy. The United States was
founded on July 4, 2276 ADG (AD 1776). In 2506 ADG (AD 2006), almost half of the
world’s countries were democracies. Many democracies are constitutional monarchies.
Using 507 BC as an exact reference date would make conversions between both year
numbering systems more difficult. The solution was to make the year 501 BC equal to
the year 1 BDG, and to make the year 500 BC equal to the year 1 ADG. BDG is the
abbreviation of Before Democratic Governments. ADG is the abbreviation of After
Democratic Governments. An event in 500 BDG occurred before an event in 400 BDG.
An event in 100 ADG occurred before an event in 200 ADG. Many non-democratic
governments will not like a year numbering system that is based on the invention of
democracy, but almost every country on Terrene (Earth) will become a democracy before
the Society Apex Period.
Conversions between both year numbering systems are easier because both year
numbering systems do not have a year zero. In most cases, people will add or subtract
500 years for conversions. The year AD 2014 is also the year 2514 ADG. The year 3000
BC is also the year 2500 BDG. The 500-year period between 1 ADG (500 BC) and 500
ADG (1 BC) has a one-year misalignment between both year numbering systems. For
example, the year 400 BC is also the year 101 ADG. During the 500-year misalignment
period, people will add or subtract 501 years for conversions instead of 500 years. The
older year numbering system has its misalignment period during the first 500 years of its
older era (BC). The younger year numbering system (the Democracy Year Numbering
System) has its misalignment period during the first 500 years of its younger era (ADG).
People can find the misalignment period by remembering: (older system - older era) and
(younger system - younger era).
Chapter 24: Name Choices
Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals used the words: Terrene, Terran, Evidencism,
and Evidentian. The definition of Terrene in several dictionaries is the Earth. In several
dictionaries, Terran means resident of the Earth or associated with the Earth. I altered the
word evidence to create the word Evidencism. The Latin word for evidence is evidentia,
and I altered the word evidentia to create the word Evidentian. The words Evidencism
and Evidentian may have been independently created by other people before I created the
words. This denomination of Evidencism is Hill Evidencism, and it is practiced by Hill
Evidentians. The author of Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals is Michael Hill. If
another author named Hill creates another Evidencism denomination, then my
denomination would be called Michael Hill Evidencism.
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I decided to give our solar system a name in Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals.
Terran Solar System and Terrene Solar System are names that may create confusion in
the future. It is possible that the Earth will be renamed Terrene, and it is possible that the
residents of the planet of Terrene will be called Terrans. In the future, humans will
probably live in space cities that orbit many planets in our solar system, and the residents
of the space cities would also be called Terrans. It is unlikely that the Earth (Terrene)
will be renamed Sapien. The name Homo sapiens (the latest humans) has a close
connection to our solar system because it helps describe human evolution on Terrene
(Earth). In the future, Homo sapiens (the latest humans) will probably live in space cities
that orbit many planets in our solar system. Therefore, I prefer to call our solar system
the Sapien Solar System (or Sapia). Residents of the Sapien Solar System or Sapia (our
solar system) would be called Sapiens.
Humaria could be the name of the combined territories of the Sapien Solar System (our
solar system), other solar systems, and certain areas of our universe. Every government
in Humaria will be created by Terrene citizens (Earth citizens), former Terrene citizens,
or Terrene descendants. All of the governments in Humaria will be ruled by a Terrenebased government (Earth-based government), or they will have an alliance with a
Terrene-based government. The Terrene-based government would be a national
government, a worldwide government, or a multi-planet government. Citizens and
residents of Humaria would be called Humarians. Homo sapien level species (HSLS)
that are not human could also be Humarians, even though I altered the word human to
create the words Humarian and Humaria. Homo sapiens (the latest humans) is one of
many species of humans and human ancestors; just like the birthplace of Homo sapiens
(the Sapien Solar System or Sapia) will probably become one of many solar systems in
Humaria.
Chapter 25: The Evidencism Symbols
The Evidencism symbol is the white capital letter “E” with the background of a black
square. The square is slightly larger than the letter, and the area of the square is black.
The Hill Evidencism symbol is the white capital letters “HE” with the background of a
black square. The square is slightly larger than the letters, and the area of the square is
black. The font of the white capital letter (or letters) is Arial Black. The Arial Black font
is used in Microsoft Word. In Microsoft Word, the software user can give the white
capital letter (or letters) the background of a black box. The software user can create a
box that is slightly larger than the letter (or letters), and the area of the box would be
black. The Arial Black font is used on the book cover of Hill Evidencism Religion
Fundamentals.
Chapter 26: Foundationalism
Hill Evidencism is the complete opposite of fideism. The religion of Hill Evidencism can
be placed in the philosophy category of foundationalism.
Chapter 27: The Book Author
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Michael Anthony Hill is the only author of Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals. I am
an African-American male that was born in Montgomery, Alabama in 2468 ADG (AD
1968). In 2493 ADG (AD 1993), I graduated from Alabama State University in
Montgomery, Alabama with a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting. After college
graduation, I lived in four cities and in three states. I was employed in the accounting
profession and in unrelated occupations. In 2513 ADG (AD 2013), I moved to Miami,
Florida.
The historical divine evidence and the physical divine evidence reveal that the Elderly
Gods are almost always subtle when they interfere in human society and in human lives.
I believe that during my entire life the Elderly Gods interfered in my life because it would
have been an unlikely coincidence for my lifetime experiences, my long-time strengths,
my long-time weaknesses, and my recent unusual circumstances to create an ideal
combination for writing Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals.
My life was also altered by the interference of numerous humans that had good motives
and bad motives. Some humans could have interfered in my life without knowing that
the Elderly Gods gave them the idea or the mission to interfere in my life. Every day or
almost every day, I could use my free will to do good things or bad things. For example,
humans exercise free will when they commit evil or immoral acts, and the Elderly Gods
do not want humans to commit evil or immoral acts. Some events in my life were
probably random incidents just like some Innovation Clues were randomly-created clues.
The Elderly Gods and humans probably rarely interfere in unimportant events or in minor
events. Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals may not be perfect, but it is definitely a
giant step on the correct path.

Michael Hill
Book Author
Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals
Selfie taken on November 1, 2514 ADG (AD 2014)

The Book Cover Picture
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The image of the clouds on the book cover was not altered. On November 3, 2514 ADG
(AD 2014), Michael Hill (the author) took the picture at a location that is a short walking
distance from his home in Miami, Florida. The Arial Black font is used on the Hill
Evidencism Religion Fundamentals book cover, in the Hill Evidencism symbol, and in
the Evidencism symbol.

The Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals Book Cover

The Republishing Rules
Everyone has my permission to republish Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals
without the obligation to pay me on three conditions. First, the story and the list of
sources may be republished on a free webpage, as a free physical document, or as a free
electronic document; but they cannot be republished as a physical book or as an
electronic book. Second, the entire story must be republished, but republishing the list of
sources is optional if there are space limitations. Third, the story and the list of sources
must be unaltered when they are republished unless the changes are corrections of
misspelled words or grammatical errors. Hill Evidencism Religion Fundamentals was
published for the first time on November 22, 2514 ADG (AD 2014), and it was published
on my website.
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